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Today! UN Global Compact Summit Sept 19 and 20 
As the Millennium Development Goals' 2015 deadline approaches, the UN Global 
Compact Leaders Summit in New York will set the stage for business to shape and 

advance the future global development agenda. “Architects of a Better World” will put forward a 
framework for business to contribute to global priorities such as climate change, water, food, women's 
empowerment, children's rights, decent jobs, and education. 
Read the content during and after the summit by following @GuardianSustBiz and @globalcompact for 
regular Twitter updates. 
 

Five tips to cut wasted food, from David Suzuki’s Queen of Green 
 

Teaching CSR 
Crane and Matten’s Top 10 tips for teaching CSR and business ethics on the blog of the 
Schulich School of Business profs. 
 

Teaching CSR encore: new cases plus online resources 
Corporate Social Responsibility: Readings and Cases in a Global Context is the updated 
textbook by Crane, Matten, and Spence.  
 

More teaching: managerial decision making under uncertainty  
The Business and Environment Initiative at Harvard Business School aims to shift the debate 
about climate change from a political discussion to a practical conversation about risk and 
reward. "It's striking that anyone frames this question in terms of 'belief,' saying things like, 'I 
don't believe in climate change,' " says John D. Black Professor and BEI faculty cochair Forest 

L. Reinhardt in Carmen Nobel’s recent article “Teaching Climate Change to Skeptics” in Harvard Business 
Week online. "I don't think this ought to be treated as a religious question. I think it's better seen as a 
classic managerial question about decision-making under uncertainty." 
 
Your good health 

As you plan your fall fitness regime, check out My Good Health. This interactive wellness 
site is FREE for CARESnet members and spouses (that’s you, if you have a Pacific Blue Cross 
benefit plan). 
See where you might be at risk and can make lifestyle changes. Learn about medications, 

browse alternative therapies, find local community resources and support, and more. 
Sign into your CARESnet account to get started. 
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